Frequently Asked Questions and Answers - Rockschool video examinations

How long will Rockschool video examinations be available?
Both examination types will be available in Session 90 and you can enrol online through AMEB Qld Shop from Tuesday 28 April 2020 until 1 December 2020.

Rockschool Graded Certificates (Debut to Grade 5) video examinations will be offered only in 2020.

Performance Certificate (Premier to Grade 8) video examinations will continue as a permanent offering after the pandemic.

Are Rockschool Diploma video examinations available?
No. The only Rockschool video examinations available are those mentioned above.

What are the requirements for Rockschool video examinations?
For a Graded Certificate video examination, three pieces (at least one from the grade book), plus ALL the technical work for that grade must be performed. All the technical exercises PDFs are available on Rockschool’s 2020 Video Exams page.

For a Performance Certificate video examination, five pieces must be played (at least two from the grade book). There is no Ear Tests, Sight-reading, Improvisation or General Music questions requirements in a Performance Certificate video examination.

How do I enrol my candidate in a Rockschool video examination?
Candidates can enrol in both examination types in Session 90 online through AMEB Qld Shop. AMEB Qld will forward the candidate’s enrolment details onto RSL Rockschool UK, who will then email you a link to upload the video to MASV (file sharing software) within approximately 4 weeks.

What is the difference between the two video examination options?
The table below summarises the differences between the two new video examinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graded Certificates</th>
<th>Performance Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debut to Grade 5</td>
<td>Premier to Grade 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three pieces (at least one from the grade book) plus ALL the technical work for that grade</td>
<td>Five pieces (at least two from the grade book)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the technical work is now available in PDFs from Rockschool’s video exams 2020 page (access through the link above).</td>
<td>They contain the same weighting as the in-person Performance Certificate examinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid only in 2020</td>
<td>These qualifications will continue as a permanent offering after the pandemic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Where can I find the guide to taking video Rockschool examinations?**

A comprehensive guide and instructions and can be found at guide to taking RSL Performance Certificate and Graded Certificate examinations via video. This includes the requirements for each examination, instructions for recording and uploading a video submission and checklists.

**When will AMEB Qld commence enrolments for Rockschool video examinations?**

Performance Certificate (Premiere to Grade 8) and Graded Certificate (Debut to Grade 5) video examinations are currently on offer via online enrolment in the AMEB Qld Shop until 1 December 2020.

**Does the Performance Certificate video examination contain the same weighting as the face-to-face examination?**

Yes, it does.

**Where do I find information for other Rockschool examinations?**

Visit the Rockschool Australia website to find out more about [Rockschool exams](https://www.rockschool.com) or access their [Frequently Asked Questions and Answers](https://www.rockschool.com/faq).
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